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A bipartite patella caused anterior knee pain in an
older adult: a case report
Introduction
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Patella placed between the quadriceps and patellar tendons is the
largest sesamoid bone in human body. It usually develops from a
single ossification center. It is hypothesized that if this fusion does
not occur, two or more ossification centers remain. In some cases
It develops two (bipartite) or more ossification centers.1 Bipartite
patella (BP) is generally an asymptomatic condition and is an
incidental finding in knee radiographs. It reported incidance between
0,2-6% and, causes rarely anterior knee pain. Because patella plays
an important role in knee biomechanics. Population based studies
suggest that people having bipartite patella seen in male mostly are
unaware of this condition. In the other hand There is localized patellar
tenderness and mild swelling seen in young athletic people. It may
be the only anatomical abnormality. In cases of patellar fracture there
may be hemarthrosis, and restricted knee motion. X-ray of the patella
is diagnostic and shows a linear regular radiolucent line.2 BP has 3
classification criterias, Type 1 (5 %) is characterised by a transverse
split and the accessory centre at the inferior pole, in type 2 (20 %)
there is a longitudinal split and the accessory centre is found at the
lateral margin of the patella, and in type 3 (75 %) the accessory
centre is found at the superolateral pole of the patella.3 Treatment
strategies including usually 3-4 weeks of rest from activity and also
conservative treatment physical modalities and surgial interventions.2
In the lights of literature, painful bipartite patella is unknown since
only case reports or case series. We aimed to present an older adult
with bipartite patella without any sports.
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Case report
A 45 year-old male patient has suffered from anterior knee pain
in unilateral side of right knee. Pain has been becomed for a year
without any traumatic events. In physical examination; patellar
tenderness was positive and palpation of patella was sensitive.
VAS scores 2 in rest and 5 in motion. Range of movements of knee
were normal. Laboratory findings including blood count, acute
phase reactans (CRP,ESR) were normal. Antero-lateral right knee
radiograms showed that he has bipartite patella with superolateral
location (Figure 1). We planned other imagining methods (joint
MRI of knee) for controlling diagnosis. After all, patient was taken
in conservative treatment protocols including rest, anti-inflammatory
medications (NSAİD’s) and physiotherapy modalities during 3 weeks.
After treatment protocols he felt himself very well. Both VAS scores
decreased. Palpation was normal. Patient has been followed up for
pain and examination.

Figure 1 X-Ray of superolateral location with bipartite patella.

Discussion
For most anterior knee pain syndromes, the exact cause of pain is
still unknown. In recent studies claimed that one of them is BP.1 Its
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incidence is reported as 1 to 2% in the population. Only 2% of patients
with BP have symptoms such as anterior knee pain, tenderness on
palpation of the patella.2 The proposed source of pain is the gap
between bony fragments. In similar studies have described to be
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caused by fracture through or seperation of, synchondrosis between
the accessory fragment and patella.1 The large majority of patients
are successfully managed with conservative treatments, such as rest,
non-steroidal anti-inflammatory medication, immobilisation and
physiotherapy. When these methods are fail, surgical management
include arthroscopic excision of the painful fragment, lateral
retinacular release, vastus lateralis release, and internal fixation with
or without bone grafting.2 Open reduction and internal fixation of the
accessory fragment is invasive and may be considered overtreatment.4
In some studies as similar as ours, patients with BP were immobilized
for 3 weeks, then patients returned to full sporting activity within 3
months.5 In another study dedicated that rest and anti-inflammatory
medication were used for 2 weeks. After 2 years follow-up , patients
with BP were asymptomatic.6 Nine patients who had a release of a
type 3 bipartite patella were all able to resume activities within 2
months and reported ‘excellent’ results at final follow-up (2–9 years)
with osseous union seen in eight of nine. The three patients who had
a release of a type 2 fragment had a slower recovery. Activities were
resumed in 6 months, two patients had an ‘excellent’ result, and one
had a ‘good’ result at final follow-up (3–4 years).3 In a study of five
patients, all patients had superolateral location of BP as ours and some
of these patients treated with conservative strategies at least 6 months.
Others had surgical events (open reduction, internal rotation).4 Our
patient was older than other cases reported in the studies. They were
almost young athlets but ours wasn’t. We wanted to present an older
adult with BP in the reviewed literature.

Conclusion
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carefully. Conservative treatment is choosed at first approach.
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Although BP is seen rarely, Clinicians should examinethe patients
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